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ABSTRACT

As energy prices will continue to rise long term it is very important to come up with suggestions to efficiency-improving solutions based on modifications of the existing refining technology without large investments. There are several suggestions to relatively large modifications in design of refiner plate patterns, chip pre-treatment and chip feed strategies to existing refiners, but these suggestions are difficult to implement, as the knowledge of the mechanisms prevalent in the refiner gap is insufficient.

To solve this problem FSCN and CIT have started research project, “Filling the Gap”, together with the companies; Dametric, Holmen, Metso, Norske Skog, Pöyry, SCA and Stora-Enso co-financed by the Swedish authorities; Vinnova and Swedish Energy Agency. The objective of this research project is to show how to improve the electric energy efficiency of chip refining by means of utilizing the fundamental knowledge of wood material properties relevant for chip refining i.e. refining hypotheses in combination with output variable knowledge from new and improved refining zone measurement methods as; exact gap distance, temperature-, force- and fibre material radial distributions combined with the traditional out/in-put variables used. These data will be utilized in two ways:

1) Optimize refining conditions in a static way, i.e. of conditions to maximize energy efficiency to reach the functional fibre properties aimed for.
2) Maximize process stability and minimize quality variations to these functional fibre properties.

This paper reports a general overview from the preliminary results of these evaluations.

INTRODUCTION

It has been seen that one within a production system for TMP or CTMP can find large differences in energy efficiency to very similar fibre (pulp) properties. In many cases these differences can be attributed to variations in incoming wood material or due to wear of refiner plates and wear of equipments related to feeding systems. Many production engineers and operators have however noted that it is possible to optimize the refining systems in different ways also with a given raw material, process equipment set and equipment wear situation. Also in this “known” situation it is possible to run the production system in a more or less energy efficient way still reaching “similar” fibre properties. Furthermore it has been shown in mill trials (1) that also very fast load variations in refining systems seem to be reflected as large variations in fibre properties. Researchers have made very large efforts to describe fibre distribution inside the refining zone by means of interpretation of signals from sensor measuring; pressure, temperature, force and even residence time (2-4) and in most cases the conclusion is that the distribution varies a lot. The present refiner control systems are far to slow to cope with these fast variations. Most process suggestions to improve energy efficiency are based on ways of reducing and/or optimizing the gap distance (5-9). Reduced gap distance increases the demand to thoroughly control and keep gap conditions stable minimizing process variations and thus fibre property variations. In order to solve this problem it is necessary to minimize process variable variations that today actually may seem relatively small. For this purpose it is necessary to develop better control strategies and process models. In order to succeed with this the level of detailed understanding has to be improved regarding the refining action in the gap of the refiner.

We have since many years had access to successively improved suggestions to models describing what happens in the gap (10-16). The problems with these have been that they are difficult to utilize as a basis for full-scale process control as long as we are not able to validate them.

The objective with the project described in this article
is to improve the understanding of the action in a typical chip refiner gap by means of testing existing refining models in pilot and mill scale. In testing these models the best available measurement technology in terms of gap distance, temperature profiles etc. is utilized. In parallel new techniques to measure force distribution and fibre distribution are developed. The data measured are combined with conventionally measured data in order to validate the refining models mentioned as well as to improve models developed within the project. The general goal is to show how to improve energy efficiency by 25% in existing machinery at similar functional pulp properties.

**METHODOLOGY**

The methodology utilized consists of three parts; deep review of earlier published refining theories combined with interviews of key TMP experts on what is used today, development of measurement technologies describing fibre and force distribution along the gap and full-scale testing of successively improved refining theory knowledge and measurement techniques. In order to measure the improvements in energy efficiency reached within the project an initial evaluation of the TMP line utilized in this study was performed during test year one. This TMP-line is successively equipped with state of the art measurement techniques as, gap distance technique AGS® (Dametric) and temperature profile measurement equipments (13-14) and after development of force and fibre distribution techniques, these will also be tested making validation of existing and modernized refining theories possible.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

This project is run as four parallel sub-projects:
1. Laser technology for fibre distribution measurement. (17)
2. Strain gauge technology in hollow bars for force distribution measurement. (18)
3. Refining theory evaluations and investigation of in practice utilized hypothesis at mills participating in the project. (19)
4. Full scale evaluations at one of the participating mills. (20)

**Fibre distribution**

Combining different measurement techniques improves the opportunities to capture important information and thus the ability to identify interesting correlations. Sensors measuring light extinction and dynamic pressure are used.

Figure 1. General overview of the laser based fibre distribution measurement technique.

The laser light interacts with pulp through scattering, absorption and transmittation. The sum of losses in intensity due to absorption and scattering is called the extinction of light. Analyzing the light after interaction with pulp gives information about pulp distribution along the gap, (17).

**Force distribution**

The basic idea behind this measurement technique is to design a hollow bar integrated into the plate pattern. Strain gauges are used as sensor elements mounted inside the bar.

Figure 2. Force distribution bar protected from the environment in the gap (18).

**Refining theory evaluation**

Until now the project have tested three models relevant for the purpose on the same set of data for comparison purposes. (19). The models tested were; "Miles and May Model” (11), "Fluid Dynamic Model” (15) and
"The Entropy Model" (16). Predictions from the Miles and May model deviated most from the estimates based on measured values. The fluid dynamic model and especially the entropy model showed good agreement both when it came to describing the specific energy distribution and the local refining intensity distribution over the refining radius. The later is shown in figure 3, below.

Figure 3. Intensity (kJ/kg*impact) as a function of radius in the refiner.
The data used to test the models comes from Härkönen (4, 12, personal communication).

Mill scale tests
The initial evaluation of the TMP line utilized in this study was performed during test year one. Some of the results are shown in figure 4, the sampling was performed at 10 occasions during 1.5 months.

Figure 4. Tensile index versus specific energy consumption shown for duplicate samples (except occasion 4) taken after latency chest tested at 4 different laboratories.

No actions were taken to adjust the refiner settings, i.e. the variation in quality and process parameters from the ten sampling occasions reflects the variations were present during the 1.5 months. There is thus no indication that higher energy consumption within the interval shown in figure 4 results in better tensile index. Although there was some scattering between duplicate samples there was a rather good correlation between different laboratories.

CONCLUSIONS
Less than two years from project start it has been confirmed that even very modern refining system can show large variations in electric energy consumption without measurable differences in strength properties. In this case the energy interval 1350–1600 kWh/t showed no significant difference in strength properties.

By means an improvement of the level of detailed understanding regarding what happens in the gap of chip refiners we believe that there is a great chance to reach the goal of this project regarding the reduction of energy consumption. A prerequisite is of coarse that we understand how test and implement this knowledge in full scale.
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